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ABSTRACT: Layered lithium transition-metal sulﬁdes have long been discussed as
early electrode materials for lithium-ion batteries. However, fundamental knowledge of
lithium-ion migration in these solids is still lacking. In this study, we report on the
diﬀusion dynamics in lithium-deﬁcient high-temperature polymorphs of lithium titanium
sulﬁdes (3R-LixTiS2; x = 0.7, 0.9) as analyzed using powder neutron diﬀractometry and
density functional theory (DFT) climbing-image nudged-elastic-band (cNEB)
calculations. Two classes of probable migration pathways have been identiﬁed from
the scattering-length density distributions (ﬁltered using the maximum-entropy method
[MEM]) and the probability density functions (PDFs, modeled from anharmonic
Debye−Waller factors): direct diﬀusion in the (001) plane as the major mechanism and
indirect diﬀusion through adjacent tetrahedral voids as a minor mechanism. Calculated
activation barriers agree well with one-particle potentials (OPPs) derived from
measurements for Li0.7TiS2 (0.484[14] and 0.88[4] eV) but deviate for Li0.9TiS2. The
discrepancy at low defect concentration is attributed to the failure of the OPP derivation and the diﬀerent nature of the methods
(space-time averaged vs individual-ion perspective). This work elucidates the pathways of lithium-ion diﬀusion in 3R-LixTiS2 and
points out pitfalls in established experimental/computational methods.
prepared by decupration of the thiospinel CuTi2S4.8,9 Both
polymorphs may be lithiated chemically (e.g., by suspending
them in n-butyllithium solutions) to yield compounds of the
compositions LixTiS2 (x ≤ 1).10,11 The lithium ions are
octahedrally coordinated between the S−Ti−S sandwich layers
(see Figure 1) at the 16c position for 1T-LiTiS2 (LiTiS2 type,
ﬁlled CdI2-type structure)/c-LiTiS2, respectively.10 In 1989,
Colbow et al. reported the synthesis of another polymorph at
elevated temperatures (500 °C ≤ ϑ ≤ 900 °C): compared to
the 1T phase, 3R-LiTiS2 (NaCrS2 type, space group: R3̅m)
exhibits a diﬀerent stacking sequence of the sulﬁde layers (ABC
in c direction, see Figure 1). Lithium-deﬁcient 3R-LixTiS2
phases were obtained for 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 1.0, and lower lithium
contents yielded 1T polymorphs only.12
In spite of the major interest in LixTiS2 as a paradigmatic
layered lithium conductor, our groups were the ﬁrst to take a
closer look at 3R-LiTiS2. Our calculations have shown that it is
metastable with respect to the 1T phase. After following a new
synthesis route, full Rietveld reﬁnements against powder X-ray
diﬀraction data have allowed us to establish a complete

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1975, titanium disulﬁde was unambiguously characterized by
Thompson et al. for the ﬁrst time.1 As a layered material, it has
long been known to be a suitable host for small to medium-size
entities like ammonia molecules and sodium and lithium
ions.2−4 The latter may easily be intercalated into the van der
Waals gap between TiS2 layers by chemical as well as
electrochemical means. This had led to an early discussion of
lithium titanium disulﬁde in terms of energy storage,5 long
before modern lithium-ion batteries and higher-voltage
materials like LiCoO2 were developed.6 In spite of the great
deal of work invested into the optimization of such batteries,
fundamental knowledge of lithium-ion migration in these solids
is still lacking. For this reason, we are researching twodimensional lithium-ion diﬀusion in materials of the type
LixMS2 (M: transition metal), our main interest being the
inﬂuence of the MS2 framework (coordination polyhedra and
anion stacking).
Two polymorphs of titanium disulﬁde have been synthesized
and characterized so far: 1T-TiS2 (CdI2 type, space group:
P3̅m1) consists of S−Ti−S sandwich layers stacked in c
direction (AB sequence of sulﬁde ions) that are held together
by relatively weak van der Waals forces.7 c-TiS2 (Ti2C type,
space group: Fd3̅m) is of the cubic-spinel type and may be
© 2015 American Chemical Society
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Ge(551)-monochromated neutrons (λ = 154.829 pm) in
Debye−Scherrer geometry.25 The powder samples were
compacted in a niobium cylinder (d = 8 mm, h = 15 mm)
and mounted in a vacuum high-temperature furnace. Measurements were carried out at 600 and 700 °C with an exposure
time of 5 h each. Data were recorded with an array of 80
position-sensitive 3He tubes (2θmax = 160°, eﬀective height: 300
mm) and reduced using a variable-height algorithm as
implemented in the in-house parser,25 yielding a ﬁnal range
of 0.95° ≤ 2θ ≤ 151.90° with Δ(2θ) = 0.05°.
2.2.2. Model Reﬁnement. As a starting point, a known
model for NaCrS2 from the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database (ICSD) was imported and adjusted to reﬂect the
actual cell parameters and contents.26 Models were then reﬁned
with JANA2006 against 2θ data analytically corrected for
absorption (cylindrical sample) using the full-matrix leastsquares algorithm.27
Regions containing the very strong reﬂections of the niobium
container or weak nonoverlapping reﬂections, caused by a small
amount of TiO2 (rutile type) in Li0.7TiS2 (w < 0.01; at ca. 36.1°,
41.3°, 69.1°, and 77.7°) and by a small amount of LixTiO2
(NaCl type) in Li0.9TiS2 (w ≪ 0.05; at ca. 31.2°, 37.5°, 43.1°,
76.0°, and 106.2°), were excluded from the reﬁnement. The
background proved to be complex because of the container
reﬂections. Thus, it had to be deﬁned manually with 35−39
points that were interpolated using ﬁve Legendre polynomials
with reﬁned coeﬃcients. Peak proﬁles were ﬁtted with a
pseudo-Voigt function following the Thompson−Cox−Hastings approach.28 Asymmetry was corrected for using the twoterm Bérar−Baldinozzi method.29 The approach of March and
Dollase was employed to model a preferred orientation in
(001).30,31
All atoms were reﬁned with anisotropic atomic displacement
parameters. Additionally, the lithium atom was modeled
anharmonically with terms up to the order of four. Only
statistically meaningful tensorial coeﬃcients (Djklm ≥ 3σ[Djklm])
were kept in the reﬁnement. As a strong correlation between
B11 and D1111 occurred, the former was ﬁxed at the ﬁnal stage
for appropriate PDF error estimation.
2.2.3. Calculation of PDFs and OPPs. Maps of the PDF
illustrating time- and space-averaged atomic distributions were
calculated using the facilities of JANA2006 that include a Monte
Carlo method (1000 iterations) for error handling.32 Assuming
independent single-particle motion governed by Boltzmann
statistics, eﬀective OPP barriers along proposed paths were
calculated within JANA2006. OPP maps for visualization were
calculated with the in-house program CALCOPP.33
Results were visualized using DIAMOND (structures),34 VESTA
(isosurface plots),35 and QTIPLOT (contour plots).36
2.3. MEM Analyses. As interoperation between JANA2006
and programs implementing maximum-entropy methods
(MEM) is rather complex, full Rietveld reﬁnements with
FULLPROF were used to extract structure factors from neutron
diﬀractograms.37 Dividing the unit cell into 128 × 128 × 128
pixels, MEM analyses of scattering-length density was
conducted with the program PRIMA using 71 structure factors
for each phase.38
2.4. Computational Methods. Bulk and defect properties
of 3R-LixTiS2 (x = 1.0, 0.92, 0.67) were obtained with periodic
calculations at the DFT level. The Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional,39,40 based on the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA), was used as implemented in the
plane-wave program VASP.41−43 The projector-augmented

Figure 1. Crystal structures of 1T-LiTiS2 (left) and 3R-LiTiS2 (right).
Ions represented with arbitrary radii; unit-cell edges shown as solid
lines.

structural model.13 Very recently, neutron diﬀraction experiments14 as well as a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) study
by Wilkening15 have proven the model to be valid and have
given deeper insight into the transformation between the 1T
and the 3R polymorphs of LixTiS2.
Lithium diﬀusion in battery materials has also become a
subject of many theoretical studies.16 The approaches range
from pure geometrical considerations, e.g., via the Voronoi−
Dirichlet partitioning scheme combined with bond-valence
theory,17 to ﬁrst-principles quantum-chemisty methods, predominantly density functional theory (DFT), but also quantum
Monte Carlo.18 For LixTiS2 compounds, a number of DFT
studies exists. Electric ﬁeld gradients and stability of lithium
ions in tetrahedral and octahedral interstitials in 1T-LixTiS2
were calculated at the hybrid DFT level and compared to
experiments.19 Lithium diﬀusion in TiS2 nanotubes was studied
by Ceder et al.20 The mixed anion eﬀect was studied
theoretically and experimentally for LixTiSySe1−y.21 The
mechanisms of lithium migration were studied by DFT for
spinel c-LixTiS222 and 1T-LixTiS2.23,24
In this work, we present the evaluation of neutron diﬀraction
experiments with powders of 3R-LixTiS2 (x = 0.7, 0.9) as well
as DFT climbing-image nudged-elastic-band (cNEB) calculations. From experimental data, probability density f unctions
(PDFs) and ef fective one-particle potentials (OPPs), elucidating
lithium migration pathways and energetics, are derived. Finally,
the limits of the method employed and the comparability to
computational results are discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials and Syntheses. 1T-LixTiS2 samples (x =
0.7 and 0.9) were prepared and analyzed as published before.14
When being heated from 400 to 600 °C, the material reversibly
transformed from the 1T to the 3R phase, as evidenced by
neutron diﬀractograms.
2.2. Powder Neutron Diﬀractometry. 2.2.1. Diﬀraction
Experiments. Diﬀraction experiments were conducted at the
neutron source FRM II (MLZ, Garching b. München) using
the high-resolution powder diﬀractometer SPODI with
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Table 1. Details of the Rietveld Reﬁnements
3R-Li0.7TiS2
ϑ/°C
space group
crystal system
Mr
a/pm
c/pm
V/106 pm3
Z
ρcalc/g cm−3
wRpa
wRexpa
RB
Sb
RFb
CSD no.
a

600
R3̅m (no. 166)
trigonal
116.9
349.902(7)
1864.98(6)
197.741(12)
3
2.944
0.0263
0.0225
0.0277
1.17
0.0423
429110

3R-Li0.9TiS2
700
R3̅m (no. 166)
trigonal
116.9
349.658(8)
1865.29(7)
197.499(13)
3
2.9476
0.0324
0.0312
0.0291
1.04
0.0366
429111

600
R3̅m (no. 166)
trigonal
118.2
352.138(8)
1855.88(6)
199.300(9)
3
2.9557
0.0264
0.0215
0.0211
1.23
0.0261
429112

700
R3m
̅ (no. 166)
trigonal
118.2
353.131(8)
1860.90(6)
200.967(13)
3
2.9311
0.0260
0.0214
0.0296
1.22
0.0296
429113

w = [σ2(F0) + (0.01F0)2]−1. bFor all reﬂections.

and their positions and isotropic displacement parameters were
reﬁned. Considerable eﬀects of a well-known preferred
orientation in the (001) plane were found and modeled. As
expected for transmission measurements with plate-like
crystallites, March−Dollase distribution parameters reﬁned to
values of r > 1. In the next step, anisotropic displacement
parameters (ADPs) were introduced for all atoms. Finally, the
lithium atom was modeled anharmonically with terms up to the
order of four, adding up to six displacement parameters (two of
second order, none of third order, four of fourth order heeding
symmetry restrictions). For this purpose, the Gram−Charlier
expansion of the Debye−Waller factor (DWF) was used (h:
diﬀraction vector with components hj, hk, hl, and hm; Th:
anisotropic Gaussian DWF; Cjkl and Djklm: third- and fourthorder anharmonic tensorial coeﬃcients, respectively)50

wave (PAW) method was used for the core−electron
representation.44,45 We used a converged value of the energy
cutoﬀ Ecut = 420 eV, as optimized for 3R-LiTiS2. The
integration in reciprocal space was performed with a
15 × 15 × 3 Monkhorst−Pack grid,46 as the energy
convergence was achieved at 10−6 eV per cell with these
values. In order to consider the eﬀect of dispersion forces due
to the presence of van der Waals gaps between the sulﬁde
layers, we used recently proposed DFT-D methods based on
D347 and D3BJ48 correction schemes.
The defective structures were simulated using Li12Ti12S24 and
Li27Ti27S54 supercells. The transition-state search for the
migration processes was conducted with the cNEB method as
implemented in VASP.49 Vibrational analysis calculations were
performed to verify the true local-minimum or saddle-point
character of the optimized geometries. No imaginary frequency
was obtained for the local-minimum structures, whereas one
imaginary frequency was observed for the transition-state
structures.

⎡
T (h) = Th(h)⎢1 + (2πi)3
⎢⎣

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Powder Neutron Diﬀraction Studies. 3.1.1. Structure and Model Reﬁnement. The lithium-deﬁcient lithium
titanium disulﬁdes 1T-LixTiS2 (being mixed-valence compounds of the actual formula LixTiIIIxTiIV1−xS2) with x = 0.7
and 0.9 were readily accessible via chemical lithiation of 1TLiS2. To our surprise, the 1T phases transformed reversibly into
the 3R phases during neutron diﬀractometry when heated from
400 to 600 °C. Nevertheless, this ﬁnding is in tune with
antecedent literature stating that the 3R phase is destabilized by
lower lithium content in favor of the 1T phase at low
temperatures but may be present at higher ones.12
Using the diﬀractograms acquired for 3R-LixTiS2 (x = 0.7
and 0.9) at 600 and 700 °C, models were reﬁned with the
Rietveld method (see Figures S1−S4, Supporting Information).
The inevitable exclusion of the very strong niobium container
reﬂections left a complex background that had to be modeled
with manually chosen points. The utmost care has to be taken if
their heights are not reﬁnable (as with JANA2006), as the
background choice is strongly correlated with the atomic
displacement parameters. In each reﬁnement, proﬁle matching
was conducted at ﬁrst. As soon as all proﬁle parameters
converged to sensible values, individual atoms were included,

+ (2πi)4

∑
j,k ,l ,m

∑ Cjkl
j,k ,l

Djklm

hjhk hl
3!

hjhk hlhm ⎤
⎥
4! ⎥⎦

The global parameters of the reﬁnement procedure are
summarized in Table 1. All models are of a good quality as
indicated by residuals R and goodness of ﬁt S. Owing to
thermal expansion, the ﬁnal cell parameters a and, especially, c
are somewhat larger at 600 and 700 °C than previously
measured at room temperature12 or computed for x = 0.7 and
0.9 (see below). The expected trends are however nicely
reproduced: a increases, whereas c decreases with x in the highcontent range. Interestingly, a slightly decreases when raising
the temperature from 600 to 700 °C in 3R-Li0.7TiS2, but this
eﬀect has not been looked into more deeply.
Tables 2 and 3 list the ﬁnal atomic parameters and bond
geometries for the examined compounds. The fractional z
coordinate of the sulﬁde ion z(S1) does not change by more
than 3σ with temperature and shifts only slightly with lithium
content. As expected, the equivalent isotropic displacement
parameters Beq as well as the individual components Bij of the
anisotropic displacement tensor (most prominently B33)
increase with rising temperature. Surprisingly, their central
values decrease slightly for Li1 in Li0.9TiS2 when heating from
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eﬀects, namely, lithium migration, in a much more static
framework of titanium and sulﬁde ions. Strikingly, for x = 0.9,
Beq is less than half as large as for x = 0.7. The partial lack of
lithium defects that are targets for migration seems to hinder
diﬀusion, the lithium ions becoming thus more strongly
localized.
Representative reﬁnements have been performed to test if
lithium had evaporated (free lithium occupancy), if lithium ions
partly occupy tetrahedral voids (distribution with ﬁxed
occupancy sum), and if anharmonic displacement terms of
higher order are appropriate. As none of the changes led to
improvements and physically sensible results at the same time,
we stuck to our initial model. Furthermore, no hint at lithium
ordering was found.
Inspection of Fourier and diﬀerence-Fourier maps of the
scattering-length densities showed the model to be adequate
around the atom positions. Near the centers of the tetrahedral
voids adjacent to the lithium layer, however, small regions of
negative scattering-length density were found (exemplarily, see
Figure 2 for Li0.7TiS2 at 700 °C) that could not be satisfactorily

Table 2. Final Atomic Parameters
atom

site

x

y

z

displacement parameters

3R-Li0.7TiS2 at 600 °C
Li1
3b
0
0

Ti1

3a

0

0

0

S1

6c

0

0

0.2571(2)

3R-Li0.7TiS2 at 700 °C
Li1
3b
0
0

Ti1

3a

0

0

0

S1

6c

0

0

0.2568(3)

3R-Li0.9TiS2 at 600 °C
Li1
3b
0
0

Ti1

3a

0

0

0

S1

6c

0

0

0.2554(2)

3R-Li0.9TiS2 at 700 °C
Li1
3b
0
0

Ti1

3a

0

0

0

S1

6c

0

0

0.2562(3)

Beq = 11.0(5) Å2
B11 = 0.37(2) Å2, B33 = 0.0042(7) Å2
D1111 = 11(2) × 10−4, D1113 = 0,
D1133 = 0.078(19) × 10−4, D3333 = 0
Beq = 2.56(9) Å2
B11 = 0.0662(16) Å2,
B33 = 0.00202(17) Å2
Beq = 2.49(8) Å2
B11 = 0.0536(13) Å2,
B33 = 0.00254(17) Å2
Beq = 12.5(7) Å2
B11 = 0.38(3) Å2, B33 = 0.0070(9) Å2
D1111 = 9(2) × 10−4, D1113 = 0,
D1133 = 0.14(3) × 10−4, D3333 = 0
Beq = 3.11(12) Å2
B11 = 0.071(2) Å2,
B33 = 0.0030(3) Å2
Beq = 2.76(10) Å2
B11 = 0.0591(15) Å2,
B33 = 0.0028(2) Å2
Beq = 5.8(3) Å2
B11 = 0.155(7) Å2,
B33 = 0.0042(5) Å2
D1111 = 0, D1113 = −0.05(2) × 10−4,
D1133 = 0.011(4) × 10−4, D3333 = 0
Beq = 2.24(12) Å2
B11 = 0.062(2) Å2,
B33 = 0.0015(3) Å2
Beq = 2.15(11) Å2
B11 = 0.0507(16) Å2,
B33 = 0.0020(3) Å2
Beq = 5.4(3) Å2
B11 = 0.153(7) Å2,
B33 = 0.0034(5) Å2
D1111 = 0, D1113 = −0.06(2) × 10−4,
D1133 = 0, D3333 = 0
Beq = 2.44(12) Å2
B11 = 0.069(3) Å2,
B33 = 0.0016(3) Å2
Beq = 2.27(11) Å2
B11 = 0.0542(16) Å2,
B33 = 0.0020(3) Å2

Figure 2. Detail of the (observed) Fourier map of Li0.7TiS2 at 700 °C
showing only negative scattering-length density in and near the lithium
layer. Yellow: sulﬁde ions, red: lithium ions, both with arbitrary radii;
blue: isosurface for ρb = −1.00 fm × 10−6 pm−3.

modeled. As lithium and titanium are both elements with
negative scattering lengths, but lithium ions are the only mobile
ones in the considered compounds, these regions may be
attributed to small amounts of dynamic lithium density. The
problem modeling these is due to two inherent shortcomings of
the anharmonic DWF approach: ﬁrst, the origins of the
functions remain at the atoms’ reference positions. This means
that density far away from them is modeled less precisely.
Second, the model may suﬀer from truncation eﬀects. The
equation presented above is the ﬁrst part of a series expansion
that is mathematically accurate only for an inﬁnite number of
terms. As the relatively low data-to-parameter ratio in powder
diﬀraction does not allow for including too many intensitydependent parameters in the reﬁnement, artifacts like regions
or spurious spikes of diﬀerence density (with a small absolute
value) may occur.
3.1.2. Lithium-Diﬀusion Pathways. The reverse Fourier
transform of an atom’s DWF yields its PDF F(u) of having the
atom displaced by u from its reference position. (In the case of
the Gram−Charlier expansion, the PDF is described analytically
using Hermite polynomials.) Summing over the occupancy-

Table 3. Bond Lengths (in Picometers) and Bond Angles (in
Degrees)
3R-Li0.7TiS2
ϑ/°C
Li1−S1
Ti1−S1
S1−Li1−S1

S1−Ti1−S1

600
263.1(2)
247.1(2)
83.35(7)
96.65(7)
180.0(5)
89.84(7)
90.16(7)
180.0(5)

700
262.7(3)
247.2(3)
83.44(9)
96.56(9)
180.0(5)
90.00(9)
90.00(9)
180.0(5)

3R-Li0.9TiS2
600
261.6(3)
249.5(2)
84.59(7)
95.41(7)
180.0(5)
89.76(7)
90.24(7)
180.0(5)

700
263.3(3)
249.3(3)
84.22(9)
95.78(9)
180.0(5)
89.83(9)
90.17(9)
180.0(5)

600 to 700 °C, although their error intervals overlap.
Throughout all measurements, Beq is distinctly larger for the
lithium ion than for the other ions. This indicates dynamic
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weighted PDFs of one kind of atom leads to the joint PDF
describing the total probability density Fj(u) of ﬁnding a
displaced atom at a certain position within an area of interest.
The features of the found joint lithium PDF of several
neighboring ions are very similar for the same lithium content
at diﬀerent temperatures. At 700 °C, the maxima of (timeaveraged) probability density are just “smeared” over a
somewhat larger volume, indicating (as is expected) a higher
mobility of lithium ions. In contrast, the diﬀerences between
the PDFs for diﬀerent lithium contents at the same temperature
are well pronounced. (Figure 3 shows the isosurface for a
relatively low absolute value of the joint PDF to make features
more easily visible.) For x = 0.7, the individual PDF seems
nearly rotationally symmetric with respect to the c axis. Small

rims of negative probability density, presumably being
truncation artifacts (see above), surround the lithium ions in
their layer. This hints at nearly isotropic diﬀusion within the
layer along slightly curved pathways. For x = 0.9 on the other
hand, lobes of probability-density sprawling into the tetrahedral
voids between sulﬁde ions are clearly discernible. This indicates
that the voids are part of a possible diﬀusion pathway.
To corroborate the conclusions drawn from the experimental
data, we also analyzed the scattering-length densities using the
maximum-entropy method (MEM). The latter is a versatile
approach to the estimation of a model from a limited amount of
information by maximizing information entropy under
constraints consistent with observed physical quantities.51 In
crystallography, the MEM deals with the scattering densities by
giving the maximum variance of calculated structure factors
within standard deviations of observed structure factors. In this
way, structural information can be eﬀectively extracted from the
diﬀraction data and reﬂected on the resulting three-dimensional
distributions of scattering-length densities. Additionally, termination artifacts are less pronounced in comparison with Fourier
synthesis, thus resulting in lower noise. Because of these
advantages, the MEM has become a well-established technique
in the visualization of lithium-diﬀusion pathways.52,53
The MEM analysis of the scattering-length density (see
Figure 4) suggests that the rims and spikes of nonpositive PDF
found with the evaluation of anharmonic DWFs (see Figure 3)
are indeed artifacts of modeling. Small lobes of negative
scattering-length density stretching out toward the centers of
tetrahedral voids are present, but no signiﬁcant negative density
is found in them, indicating that also the areas shown in Figure
2 may be truncation artifacts. For Li0.7TiS2, slightly bent
connections between the areas attributed to individual
neighboring lithium ions exist. For Li0.9TiS2, on the other
hand, these do not appear until the isosurface value is lowered
to ρb = −0.003 fm × 10−6 pm−3, implying that low values of
negative scattering-length density (and thus high values of
lithium probability density) are much more localized at the
lithium-ion positions.
On the basis of the joint PDF of the lithium ions, the MEM
analysis, the questionable regions of negative scattering-length
density in the tetrahedral voids, and previous computational
work on 1T-LixTiS2,23 we investigated three possible pathways
of lithium-ion diﬀusion (see Figure 5):
● from an occupied lithium position to a next-neighboring
vacancy directly within the lithium layer (path A1),
● from an occupied lithium position to a second nextneighboring vacancy directly within the lithium layer,
thereby crossing an edge of the hexagon of nextneighboring lithium ions (path A2), and
● from an occupied lithium position to a next-neighboring
vacancy indirectly through the center of an adjacent
tetrahedral void (path B).
To assess the viability and activation barriers of these
pathways (see Figures S5−S16, SI), OPPs V(u) have been
calculated from the joint PDFs. In this approach, every atom is
treated as an individual Einstein oscillator subject to Boltzmann
statistics in the classical limit [kT ≫ V(u)]. The maximum of
the OPP along a certain path is the activation energy Em for the
migration (not comprising the defect-creation energy).54
Additionally, the ratios of migration probabilities along A1
and B could be estimated from the activation energies Em or

Figure 3. Joint PDF of several lithium ions in Li0.7TiS2 (top) and
Li0.9TiS2 (bottom) at 700 °C. Yellow: sulﬁde ions as ellipsoids of 50%
probability, red and green: isosurfaces for positive and negative lithium
PDF of Fj(u) = ±0.07 × 10−6 pm−3, respectively.
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Figure 5. Scheme of the evaluated diﬀusion pathways in 3R-LiTiS2.
Green line: direct in-layer path to next neighboring site (A1), blue line:
direct in-layer path to second-next neighboring site (A2), pink: indirect
path through tetrahedral void (B). Ions with arbitrary radii, hexagon of
next-neighboring lithium ions in black, edges of a representative
tetrahedral void in white.

Figure 4. Detail of MEM reconstructed scattering-length density in
Li0.7TiS2 (top) and Li0.9TiS2 (bottom) at 600 °C showing only
negative scattering-length density in and near the lithium layer. Yellow:
sulﬁde ions, red: lithium ions, both as ellipsoids of 50% probability;
blue: isosurface for ρb = −0.008 fm × 10−6 pm−3.

Figure 6. Section of the lithium OPP for Li0.7TiS2 at 600 °C in view of
(010). Absolute Cartesian coordinates e1 along the line between nextneighboring lithium positions and e2 along the c axis. Contours from
0.1 to 1.0 eV (step: 0.1 eV) to 5.0 eV (step: 1.0 eV). Red, gray, and
white areas: low, high, and inﬁnitely high OPP, respectively; green
solid and dotted line: A1-like and direct A1 pathway.

the minima of the PDF Fmin using a simple Arrheniusprobability model
⎛ E (A ) − E m (B ) ⎞
F (B )
P(B)
= exp⎜ m 1
⎟ = min
⎝
⎠
P(A1)
kT
Fmin(A1)

are upper bounds monotonically decreasing when approaching
the A1-like pathways that represent the lower bounds (cf.
Figure 8). For comparison of OPPs, we have thus stuck to the
initial deﬁnition of B comprising the center of a tetrahedral
void.
The results of the OPP analyses are summarized in Table 4.
In general, direct A1-like paths are energetically preferred. The
long-range A2-like ones are signiﬁcantly less favored, if viable at
all. Pathways B exhibit even higher migration barriers leading to
very small migration−probability ratios. However, the
activation energies along B are probably overestimated because
of the problems to model scattering-length density far from the
ion positions (see above).
Strikingly, the barriers are much higher for x = 0.9 than for x
= 0.7. As a consequence and in agreement with the MEM
analysis (see above), the lithium ions become more strongly
localized: the OPP further away from the reference position

The direct pathways in plane deviate somewhat from straight
lines, the ones found being thus called “A1-like” and “A2-like”.
For x = 0.7, thin rims of negative PDF block straight in-plane
paths. Being small, the former may well be considered model
artifacts and ignored. Wavy (in c direction) A1- or A2-like paths,
however, would have to pass the same area of high OPP thus
leading to the same activation barrier (cf. Figure 6). For x = 0.9,
larger areas of inﬁnitely high OPP are found between the nextand second next-neighboring lithium positions. Only paths bent
in c direction are found (cf. Figure 7). At 700 °C, these are
additionally slightly shifted away from the centers of the lithium
positions.
In all cases, the indirect pathways B cross areas of higher
OPP compared to the A1-like ones. They must be rather
considered viable, but improbable paths as their maximal OPPs
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diﬀerent temperatures, being slightly (B in Li0.9TiS2: considerably) higher at 700 °C. The long A2-like path in Li0.9TiS2, on
the other hand, is only activated at all at elevated temperature.
To elucidate the origin of the very high measured activation
barriers for large x (e.g., artifacts or model failure are possible),
we have employed computation. The method of choice for this
kind of problem is DFT cNEB calculations, being state of the
art and well-known for yielding realistic activation energies.
3.2. Computational Studies. 3.2.1. Octahedral vs
Tetrahedral Lithium Sites in 3R-LiTiS2. To ensure correct
optimization strategies, we have ﬁrst studied the stability of 3RLiTiS2 with lithium ions occupying octahedral (Oh) or
tetrahedral sites (Td) in four diﬀerent scenarios:
● All lithium ions occupy octahedral sites.
● One lithium ion is moved to a tetrahedral void from a
neighboring octahedral site.
● One lithium ion is moved to a tetrahedral void from the
adjacent layer (in c direction).
● One lithium ion is moved to a tetrahedral void from the
layer after the next (in c direction).
While the Li−S distances are in all cases 2.59 Å (Oh) and
2.25−2.26 Å (Td; cf. Figure S17, SI), we found that the alloctahedral coordination is by 0.28 eV/0.31 eV more stable than
the occupation of an adjacent tetrahedral site/a tetrahedral site
in a diﬀerent layer, respectively. This ﬁnding is in accordance
with the experimental observations for layered lithium titanium
sulﬁdes.10,14,55 Therefore, we have considered lithium ions
solely occupying octahedral sites for all following steps of our
study.
3.2.2. Structure and Stability of 3R-LixTiS2. The removal of
one or four lithium ions from a Li12Ti12S24 supercell yields
compounds with lithium contents of x ≈ 0.92 or 0.67,
respectively. In the latter case, we have tested various models
for the distribution of the lithium defects: all in the same layer,
distributed over two or three layers. The most stable structure
was obtained when distributing the four defects over three
layers, in agreement with a previous theoretical study on 1TLixTiS2.56 Therefore, we considered only this structure for
further steps. The calculated structural properties such as lattice
parameters and bond distances are summarized in Table 5.

Figure 7. Section of the lithium OPP for Li0.9TiS2 at 600 °C in view of
(010). Absolute Cartesian coordinates e1 along the line between nextneighboring lithium positions and e2 along the c axis. Contours from
0.2 to 2.0 eV (step: 0.2 eV) to 5.0 eV (step: 1.0 eV). Red, gray, and
white areas: low, high, and inﬁnitely high OPP, respectively; green line:
A1-like pathway.

Figure 8. Section of the lithium OPP for Li0.9TiS2 at 600 °C in view of
(0 4 30). Absolute Cartesian coordinates e1 along the line between
next-neighboring lithium ions and e2 along the bond between Li1 and
S1. Contours from 0.2 to 2.0 eV (step: 0.2 eV) to 5.0 eV (step: 1.0
eV). Red, gray, and white areas: low, high, and inﬁnitely high OPP,
respectively; green and pink line: A1-like and B pathway; T: center of
tetrahedral void.

Table 5. Calculated Lattice Parameters and Bond Lengths in
3R-LixTiS2

Table 4. Measured Activation Energies Em/eV for the
Migration along Diﬀerent Pathways and Ratios of Migration
Probabilities
Li0.7TiS2

a

x
13

1.0
0.92
0.67

Li0.9TiS2

pathway

600 °C

700 °C

600 °C

700 °C

A1-like
A2-like
B
P(B)/P(A1)b

0.484(14)
0.614(11)
0.88(4)
0.0052(3)

0.56(2)
0.692(17)
0.83(2)
0.0399(11)

1.48(3)
∞a
2.04(4)
0.00058(3)

1.56(3)
1.75(3)
2.23(5)
0.00034(2)

a/pm

c/pm

d(Ti−S)/pm

d(Li−S)/pm

351.0
345.0
344.0

1834.0
1857.0
1872.0

248.6
248.2
248.0

259.0
259.8
260.0

Compared to the experimental values for x = 1.0,13 the
calculated lattice parameter a is underestimated (Δa = −2.3
pm), and c is overestimated (Δc = +26.5 pm). The bond length
d(Ti−S) is slightly overestimated (by 0.3%), and d(Li−S) is
close to the experimental value. In our previous theoretical
study,13 we have applied the dispersion-corrected DFT
approach (PBE-D) that led to a slightly improved c parameter
compared to the experimental value (Δc = −15 pm), while a
remained almost unchanged. Both d(Ti−S) and d(Li−S) are
within a distance of 2 pm from the experimental bond lengths.
These ﬁndings are in line with our previous investigation on
1T-LiTiS2.23 Therefore, we have adopted the uncorrected PBE

Blocked by large areas of inﬁnitely high OPP. bSee text.

rises, and the overall probability density to ﬁnd an ion on its
way to a defect decreases because defects are scarcer. The
reason behind the unproportionally high barriers observed for
Li0.9TiS2 is essentially the breakdown of the PDF-to-OPP
formalism because of measurements below the classical limit
and time- and space-averaging eﬀects for insuﬃciently high
defect concentrations (see Conclusions for an in-depth
analysis). Furthermore, the values are similar but not equal at
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Figure 9. Lithium-ion migration along pathway A1 (view along [001]). Initial state (a), transition state with lithium ion in center of shared
octahedron edge (b), and ﬁnal state (c). Yellow: sulﬁde ions, red: lithium ions, white: lithium defects.

Figure 10. Lithium-ion migration along pathway A2 (view along [001]). Initial state (a), transition state with lithium ion in the center of a shared
octahedron edge (b), and ﬁnal state (c). Yellow: sulﬁde ions, red: lithium ions, white: lithium defects.

position and destination is larger than that of pathway A2, the
environment is similar for both cases. During the migration
process, the lithium ion moves through the face of its initial
coordination octahedron, crosses a shared octahedron edge
(transition state), and moves through the face of its ﬁnal
coordination octahedron. In the transition state, the two
nearest lithium atoms are 1.73 Å away. The activation energy
for this process is EA = 0.47 eV, which is in the range of direct
migration via A1.
Lithium-ion migration between two adjacent octahedral sites
can also occur via the adjacent tetrahedral void (pathway B, see
Figure 11d−f). In the transition state, the migrating ion
occupies the center of a tetrahedral void. Calculated activation
barriers range between 0.75 and 0.82 eV and depend on the
position of the lithium defect with respect to the migrating ion.
We have considered three diﬀerent situations:
● The defect is located on the same layer as the migrating
ion at a distance of 3.45 Å.
● The defect is located on the next layer (in c direction) at
a distance of 6.50 Å.
● The defect is located on the layer after the next (in c
direction) at a distance of 12.53 Å.

approach for the subsequent calculations of defects and
diﬀusion.
Better agreement with the experimental structural parameters
(cf. Tables 1 and 3), as compared to x = 1.0, is obtained for x =
0.92 and 0.67. The lattice parameter a is only slightly
underestimated (Δa = −7 and −6 pm for x = 0.92 and 0.67,
respectively), and c is well in accordance with the experiment
(Δc = +1 pm and +6 pm for x = 0.92 and 0.67, respectively).
Eventually, the calculated Ti−S and Li−S bond distances have
converged to the measured values within ±2 pm.
3.2.3. Lithium-Diﬀusion Pathways in 3R-Li0.92TiS2. Direct
migration of a lithium ion to an (previously created) adjacent
point-defect site (pathway A1) occurs as depicted in Figure 9:
Starting from its octahedral site (see Figure 9a), the migrating
ion passes through the center of a shared octahedron-edge (this
being the transition state; see Figure 9b) and ﬁnally reaches the
former defect position being 3.45 Å from the start (see Figure
9c). The activation energy for this migration process in 3RLi0.92TiS2 is EA = 0.46 eV. It should be noted that our deﬁnition
of EA does not include the defect formation energy.
Migrating along pathway A2, a lithium ion moves in plane to
a vacant next-neighboring site at a distance of 5.98 Å (see
Figure 10a−c). Although the distance between the starting
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Figure 11. Lithium migration along pathway B (view along [001]). Initial state (a), transition state with lithium ion in the center of the tetrahedral
void (b), and ﬁnal state (c) for a “local hopping” process; initial state (d), transition state with lithium ion in the center of the tetrahedral void (e),
and ﬁnal state (f) for migration to an adjacent defect. Yellow: sulﬁde ions, red: lithium ions, white: lithium defects.

(0.56 eV/0.69 eV). This indicates that lithium diﬀusion is easier
when many defects close to the migrating ion are present.
For lithium-ion migration along pathway B, a broad variety of
defect conﬁgurations are possible (cf. Table 7). The activation

The results (see Table 6) indicate that the location of a
lithium defect near the migration pathway facilitates diﬀusion. It
Table 6. Calculated Activation Energies EA/eV for Lithium
Migration in Li11Ti12S24 (Li0.92TiS2)
pathway

defect position

EA/eV

A1
A2
B

adjacent site
next-neighboring site
same layer
next layer
layer after the next

0.46
0.47
0.75
0.80
0.82

Table 7. Calculated Activation Energies EA/eV for Lithium
Migration in Li8Ti12S24 (Li0.67TiS2)
pathway
A1

should be noted that the second and the third model examined
for pathway B refer to “local hopping”; i.e., the lithium ion
migrates into a tetrahedral void and back to its former position
as there is no other adjacent vacancy available (see Figure 11a−
c).
3.2.4. Lithium-Diﬀusion Pathways in 3R-Li0.67TiS2. Lithium
migration diﬀusion processes in 3R-Li0.67TiS2 are strongly
aﬀected by the location of the four vacancies in the
Li(12−4)Ti12S24 supercell. For the pathways A1 and A2, we
have considered two cases:
● Two lithium defects are located on the same layer as the
migrating ion at a nearest distance of 3.45 Å creating a
divacancy in the pathway. The third and fourth defects
are located on the next layer and the layer after the next
at 6.50 and 12.40 Å, respectively.
● One lithium defect is located on the same layer as the
migrating ion at a distance of 3.45 Å. Two defects are
located on the next layer at 6.50 Å, and the fourth one is
located on the layer after the next at 12.40 Å.
In the ﬁrst case, in which the end point of the hop belongs to
a divacancy, activation energies of 0.44 eV/0.42 eV were
calculated for A1/A2, respectively. In contrast, relatively high
barriers result in the case of migration via an isolated vacancy

A2

B

nearest defect
position

defect distribution
2 × same layer, 1 × next
1 × layer after next
1 × same layer, 2 × next
1 × layer after next
2 × same layer, 1 × next
1 × layer after next
1 × same layer, 2 × next
1 × layer after next
1 × same layer, 2 × next
1 × layer after next

EA/eV

layer,

0.44

layer,

0.56

layer,

0.42

layer,

0.69

layer,

1 × same layer, 3 × next layer
2 × same layer, 2 × next layer
3 × same layer, 1 × next layer
4 × next layer
2 × next layer, 2 × layer after next

in pathway
(3.45 Å)
close (3.45 Å)
far (6.50 Å)
close (3.45 Å)
far (6.50 Å)
close (3.45 Å)
far (6.50 Å)
close (3.45 Å)
far (6.50 Å)
very far
(12.40 Å)

0.45
0.53
0.84
0.54
0.81
0.51
0.73
0.51
0.74
0.89

energies EA calculated with these models range between 0.45
and 0.53 eV, if the defects are located near the migrating ion
(location of divacancy within 3.45 Å), and between 0.73 and
0.84 eV, if the defects are far from the migrating ion (at least
6.50 Å). With even larger distances (at 12.40 Å), an activation
barrier of 0.89 eV is found.
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3.2.5. Summary. According to our computational investigations, the calculated activation energies EA for migration via
pathway A1 are 0.44−0.56 eV (x = 0.67) and 0.46 eV (x =
0.92). For migration via A2, they are 0.42−0.69 eV (x = 0.67)
and 0.47 eV (x = 0.92). Jump processes including the adjacent
tetrahedral voids (pathway B) have activation barriers of 0.45−
0.89 eV (x = 0.67) and 0.75−0.82 eV (x = 0.92). These ﬁndings
suggest that
•the pathways A1 have the smallest activation barriers and
are thus most preferable, followed by the pathways A2 and B;
•due to a lower defect concentration and therefore increased
electrostatic repulsion between migrating and surrounding
lithium ions, the activation barriers for all pathways are larger in
3R-Li0.92TiS2 than in 3R-Li0.67TiS2;
•changes in the defect distribution model have a large impact
on the calculated barriers. In all cases, the location of
divacancies in the migration path produces the smallest
activation barriers (0.44 eV for A1, 0.42 eV for A2, and 0.45−
0.53 eV for B). This is due to less electrostatic interaction of the
lithium ion during divacancy as compared to single-vacancy
migration. These ﬁndings are in line with the ones already
made in layered transition-metal oxides (LixCoO2)57 and
sulﬁdes (LixTiS2),24 where the dominant diﬀusion-mediated
complex is a divacancy.
As there is no experimental and theoretical study available for
the lithium diﬀusion in 3R-LixTiS2, we compare our results to
the available data on 1T-LixTiS2. Some of us have studied
lithium diﬀusion in 1T-LixTiS2 theoretically via pathways B and
A1.21,23 These investigations produced activation energies of
0.40 and 0.75 eV for pathway B for x = 0.67 and 1, respectively,
as well as 0.45 eV for pathway A1 for x = 0.88. Van der Ven et
al. have found activation energies of 0.42−0.65 eV for a
divacancy and 0.70 eV for a single-vacancy mechanism along
pathway B in 1T-LiTiS2.24 Interestingly, despite dealing with
two diﬀerent polymorphs, our results are in good agreement
with these values. They also comply to the experimental barrier
of 0.41 eV for 1T-Li 0.7 TiS 2 as measured with NMR
methods.58,59

lithium vacancies for eﬃcient migration. Of course, in this
conﬁguration, the lithium ion would fall back into its initial
position, if the geometrical constraints were removed, and no
migration process would occur.
The computational methods employed in this work provide
activation barriers that have been shown to be, in general,
directly comparable to and in good agreement with those
gained from NMR relaxation measurements or impedance
spectroscopy, i.e., experiments analyzing microscopic hopping
processes. This has, e.g., been shown for lithium-ion diﬀusion in
1T-LiTiS2,21,23 Li2O and the system Li2O−B2O3,60−66 αLiVF6,67 and LiC6.68 In these cases, single jumps from the
equilibrium position to an unoccupied site are examined,
yielding the potential landscape as experienced by an individual
lithium ion with one or more defects nearby. Neutron
diﬀraction, on the other hand, is a method averaging over
time (usually several hours) and space (in this case, every single
lithium position in the bulk). The activation barriers derived
from OPPs are thus an average of the potential landscape that
every lithium ion experiencesbe it with vacancies nearby or
not. Consequently, if the defect concentration is low (like in
3R-Li0.9TiS2), only a minority of individual ions can migrate to
an adjacent site and will do so. The resulting average barrier
from OPP data will then be much higher than the one derived
from computation.
In this context, a drawback inherent to the PDF-to-OPP
formalism should be recalled: It is only valid at the classical
limit [kT ≫ V(u)]. At a temperature of 700 °C, this means that
already Em ≥ 0.08 eV are biased toward too high values. This
limitation is easily rationalized: If the thermal energy present in
the system is not suﬃciently high, only few individual ions will
be able to overcome the (ﬁnite) activation barrier for a certain
pathway. As the majority of ions will be conﬁned to the near
environment of their equilibrium positions, there will be little
“smearing” of space-averaged lithium scattering-length density
as conveyed by the observed DWF. The apparent OPP barrier,
as calculated from the derived PDF, will then be too (in the
extreme, inﬁnitely) highjust due to the lack of thermal energy
to scan the potential landscape.
Because of these reasons, we attribute the systematically
higher experimental activation barriers to (a) measurements
below the classical limit and (b) time- and space-averaging
eﬀects for insuﬃciently high defect concentrations, especially in
the case of 3R-Li0.9TiS2.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Qualitatively, computational and experimental data (see Tables
4, 6, and 7) show the same trends: The short pathways A1 have
the lowest activation barrier, followed by the longer ones A2
and the indirect pathways B. We conclude that the lithium-ion
diﬀusion in plane is the principal migration mechanism
whereby jumps to directly adjacent defects are preferred over
those to next-neighboring ones. Quantitatively, however, only
the results for x = 0.7 are reconcilable, although the
experimental activation energies are systematically higher than
the calculated ones: ca. 0.5, 0.6, and 0.8 eV along the pathways
A1, A2, and B, respectively. For x = 0.9, the measured values are,
however, at least thrice as high as the computed ones.
In order to investigate this inconsistency, we have performed
test calculations for x ≈ 0.89 with a larger supercell
(Li24Ti27S54). As the resulting activation barriers were only by
0.04 and 0.05 eV higher along A1 and A2, respectively, the
choice of the supercell size cannot be responsible for the
discrepancy. On the other hand, another test calculation for a
local hop in 3R-Li0.92TiS2 (original supercell) with all defects far
away from the migrating lithium ion yielded a signiﬁcantly
higher energy increase of 1.0 eV when the lithium ion was held
ﬁxed at the transition-state position with a nearby defect along
pathway A1. This ﬁnding underlines the importance of nearby
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